
We are delighted to offer each of you a book of your own to read during this summer break.

You may choose one of the following two titles which we hope you will enjoy

Books will be distributed via your primary school.

Everybody will take part in a quiz of the book in September.

Don’t forget to write it in your Summer Reading Log and to write a review if you wish.

We wish you a very happy ‘reading’ summer 
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Assured, witty and inventive, this debut has '"future 
classic" written all over it. -- Imogen Russell Williams 

“ The Guardian “.

At the Strangeworlds Travel Agency, each suitcase transports you to a 
different world.
All you have to do is step inside . . . When 12-year-old Flick Hudson 
accidentally ends up in the Strangeworlds Travel Agency, she uncovers a 
fantastic secret: there are hundreds of other worlds just steps away 
from ours.
All you have to do to visit them is jump into the right suitcase.
Then Flick gets the invitation of a lifetime: join Strangeworlds' magical 
travel society and explore other worlds. But, unknown to Flick, the 
world at the very centre of it all, a city called Five Lights, is in danger.
Buildings and even streets are mysteriously disappearing.
Once Flick realizes what's happening she must race against time, 
travelling through unchartered worlds, seeking a way to fix Five Lights 
before it collapses into nothingness - and takes our world with it. A 
magical adventure for 9+ readers that will take you to whole new 
worlds.
https://www.waterstones.com/book/the-strangeworlds-travel-
agency/l-d-lapinski/9781510105942

https://www.waterstones.com/book/the-strangeworlds-travel-agency/l-d-lapinski/9781510105942


A cracking original read that is truly creepy featuring 

plucky orphans, a wicked trickster, and an edge-of-

your seat plot. A thrilling, impressive debut.

Madame Augustina Pinchbeck, travels the country conjuring the 

spirits of dearly departed loved ones... for a price. Whilst her 

ability to contact ghosts is a game of smoke and mirrors, there is 

real magic behind her tricks too - if you know where to look. 

Through a magical trade, she persuades children to part with 

precious objects, promising to use her powers to help them.

But Pinchbeck is a deceiver, instead turning their items into 

enchanted Cabinets that bind the children to her and into which 

she can vanish and summon them at will. When Pinchbeck 

captures orphan Leander, events are set into motion that see him 

and his new friends Charlotte and Felix, in a race against time to 

break Pinchbeck's spell, before one of them vanishes forever..

Waterstones Book of the Month for May 2020

The Times Book of the Week – 26th April 2020

https://www.waterstones.com/book/the-vanishing-trick/jenni-
spangler/chris-mould/9781471190377

https://www.waterstones.com/book/the-vanishing-trick/jenni-spangler/chris-mould/9781471190377

